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EFFECTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON
THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE





A one hundredth scale model of the modified 089B shuttle orbiter was
tested in the Langley 20-Inch Mach 6 tunnel. Force and moment, surface
pressure and oilflow data were obtained on one model, figure 2a, and
phase-change coating data were obtained on another, figure 2b. The pres-
sure rests were conducted first; the tubes were clipped near the base of
the model and then the force and moment and oil flow tests conducted. No
pressure data or phase change coating results are presented in this report.
Angles of attack for the tests were from 20° to 35° and are commen-
surate with the range of flight values from entry down to Mach 5. The de-
sign flight Reynolds number at Mach 6, based on model length, was 15 x 106 ,
which could not be obtained in the tunnel; therefore, the tests were con-
ducted at the highest and lowest values for this model in the tunnel,
9.4 x 106 and 4.0 x 106,respectively, to indicate Reynolds number effects.
Two control deflpction combinations, representative of the bank and pitch
control limits of the design flight trajectory,were used. They were
_e,L _ -I0", _e,R = 0° and 6e,L = 14", Be,R = 6°.
(
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LThe tests were conducted with and without uniformly distributed square
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, s speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (Pl " Pm)/q
M MAtH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; W/m2, pal
q Q(_) d_._cpressur.;ll_,v_,S/2.p.fQ(mr)
_/L RN/L unit Reynolds ntlmber; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sac, ft/sec *
ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
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CN CN norm_l-force coefficient; normal force _qs
|
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial fm'ee 1J qS i4
Cy C_ side-force coefficient; side forceqS
CAB base-force coefficient; ba_e force
CAb qS
-Ab(Pb - p_)lqS i
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
: Cm C_M pitching-moment coefficient; pit_in_m _aent
qSfREF !-
I Cn CTN yawing-moment coefficient; _awing moment ,,qSb
! c_ CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rollln_ moment
,°,
CL CL lift coeffi,._ent;lift
i
CD CD drag coefficient; _ Iqs I
CDb CDB bnse-drag coefficient; base
!
CDf CDF ferebody dra6 coefficient; CD - C_
Cy CY aide-force coefficient; side force
qS !
Cm CI_1 pitching-moment coefflcient; pltchlag mcmen_
qs_aa,
C CL_ yawing-m_.aent coefficient: Mavlng mc_en__t
n qS_
_'_ CSL rolling-mom_nZ coefficient: rolling raceme_qSb
L/D L/D llft-to-_r_g ratio; CI/C D





ADDITIONS rO _TANDARD LIST i
DMS I
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION i
Cyl DCY/DB side force coefficient derivative with respect to
beta.Algebraic difference of the side force coeffi-
cient of two runs divided by the algebraic difference
: o£ the sideslip _mgle of the runs; per degree
Cn_ DCYNDB yawing moment coefficient derivative with respect to
beta. Algebraic difference of the yawing moment co-
efficient cf two runs divided by the algebraic dif-
ference of the sideslip angle of the two runs; per
degree
C£_ DCBLDB rolling moment coefficient derivative with respect to
beta. Algebraic difference of the rolling moment co-
efficient of two runs divided by the algebraic differ-
Lce of the sideslip angle of the two runs; per degree.
Cy6a DCY/DA side force coefficient derivative with respect to _Iaileron deflection. Value of side force coefficient
with some aileron deflection divided by the value of
the aileron deflection; per degree.
Cn6a DCYNDA yawing moment coefficient derivative with respect to
aileron deflection. Value of yawing moment coeffi-
cient with some aileron d flection divided by the
value of the aileron defleL ion; per degree.
C_ a DCBLDA rolling moment coefficient derivative with respect to
aileron deflection. Value of rolling moment coeffi-
cient with some aileron deflection divided by the
value of the aileron deflection; per degree.
5e ELEVTR elevator deflection angle, degrees (6eL + 6eR)/2;
positive trailing edge down.
_a AILRON aileron deflection angle, degrees; (_eL - 6eR)/2;
positive left trailing edge down.
_eL ELVN-L left elevon deflection angle, degrees
_eR ELVN-R right elevon deflection angle, degrees
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NOMENCLATURE
ADDITIONS TO STANDARD LIST (Cont.)
DMS !
SYMBOL S_IBOL DEFINITION I
,_ RUDDER rudder deflection angle degrees, positive trailingr
edge left
I
_RF RUDFLR rudder flare angle, degrees; for split rudder, 1
included angle/2. ]i
'I
RGHNSS parameter name for vehicle surface roughness; value





The LaRC 20-inch Mach 6 Tunnel is a blowdown type using air from a
600 psi tank field which is heated by electrical resistance heaters to
obtain the desired test conditions. The test Mach number is achieved
with a fixed geometry two-dimens_onal contour nozzle with parallel side
walls. The throat is 0.339 x 20.0 inches and the test section, 89.h
inches downstream of the throat, is 20.5 x 20.0 inches. The model was
installed with booster centerline at the centerline of the test section,
which from previous tests was shown to have a uniform test core of 6.8 x








An attempt was made to size the roughness according to the boundary
' layer properties. In this regard_the boundary layer displacement thick- '
nesses were calculated normal to the wing leading edge using the program
- _ developed by Hixon, Beckwith and Bushnell in NAFA TMX-2140. Calculated
values at both flight and wind tunnel conditions for Mach 6 were found to
vary according to the geometric scale of the flight and tunnel models.
Similarly, values cf boundary layer thickness parameters calculated by
Hamilton for the forebody using the methods of AIAA paper 72-703 were found i
, to scale in the same manner. Roughness heights required for transition on
the tunnel moJel wing were computed from North American Aviation Report i.
AFOSR TN60-I164 by Van Driest and Blumer using the displacement thicknesses
computed above. These roughness heights (.003" on upper surface and .0015
oL_lower surface) were larger than the anticipated differences in TPS tile
height (.0007") on the wind tunne! model. Since the calculated roughness
heights for transition were higher than the expected surface irregularities,
an available roughness thickness (.008) was used on all surfaces for con-
venience and to provide some boundary-layer tripping margin so that the
effects of roughness on aerodynamic performance could be determined. Rough-
ness placement is shown in figure 3.
The classical turbulent wedge (see e.g. NASA TMS-2146) was observed
behind the placed roughness on the bottom of the body only. No such pat-
terns were apparent on the leeward surfaces or on the bottom wing surface,
The .008 roughness was more than sufficient to trip the boundary layer in
i_
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the case cited; epoxy residue and surface irregularities, .O01" to .003",
near the roughness locations caused the turbulent patterns to appear on the
body lower surface with the roughness removed. The distance from the rough-
/
ness element to transltlo_ varies inversely with roughness location relative
to the longitudinal centerllne of the body and is consistent with the trend
observed by Morrisette at Langley on a similar model in the same tunnel.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Neither roughness, sideslip nor Reynolds number was found to have a i
significant effect on the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients of the con-
figuration at Mach 6 (see appropriate figures). Therefore assuming that ii
at the highest Reynolds number of the tests is representative of iroughness
the conditions in flight, o_,ewould not expect the aerodynamic performance
to be affected by d_fferences in tile height up to an order of magnitude
larger than the design tolerances.
Roughness did, however, have an observable effect on the lateral aero-
|
dynamic coefficients for up aileron (only side force was strongly affected
with down aileron). For the up aileron case,the side force was reduced and
the roll and yaw were increased by roughness. These effects are noted to
be reduced as Reynolds t._umber is increased (compare control effectiveness
plots for the two Reynolds numbers of the tests) and at flight conditions
should be less than shown by the data at our highest Reynold,q number. Oil
flows at _ = 20" with aileron up show only slight changes in the surface







was added. Examination of the surface pressure measurements, however, shows
that roughness effects on the roll and yaw are caused by quasi-uniform
changes in pressure over both surfaces of the wing and elevon. For up
aileron the pressure on the upper surface is increased about half as much
as the pressure is reduced over the lower surface. The two changes to-
gether cause an overall increase in roll effectiveness and in yaw. For 1
d_n aileron, h_ever, the pressure in general is reduced over the upper
surface as well as on the lower surface,which reduces the roughness effect i
on roll and yaw. The effect of roughness on side force and yaw are not !
totally discernable in the pressure distribution over the upper and lower
i
surfaces because the body side pressure and center of pressure variation
t 'due to roughness influence those two parameters. _
Lateral and directional stability also reflect the effect of rough-
ness. The effect tends to increase with Reynolds number and,therefore, may
be larger at flight conditions. The effects of roughness on these sta-
bilities, however, are observed to be nearly constant over the angle of
attack range_ making it somewhat easier to correct with augmentation.
No hysteresis effects of boundary-layer separation and reattachment
were observed in the data when points were repeated by traversing the angle r
of attack range from the opposite direction. !
, !
DATA REDUCTION
Six component force and moment data recorded by the internal strain
gauge balance were reduced to coefficient form using standard data reduc-





SRE F = wing planform area = 38.736 sq. in.
_REF = _ = wing mean aerodynamic chord = 4.748 inches
bRE F = wing span = 9.367 inchesI
bloments are about a reference c.g. location 8.507 inches aft of the model
nos_.
i
Base pressure measurements were recorded and used to determine a base
axial force coefficient, which was applied as a correction to balance re-
corded axial force. !
I
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the variation of I
aerodynamic performance and stability and control of the 089B Shuttle
Orbiter with changes in boundary-layer characteristics resulting from TPS
tile height differences on the vehicle in flight. To do thls, the wind
tunnel data at Maeh 6 for the :onflguration without roughness were com-
pared with data for the configuration with discrete roughness squares
paralled to and near the wind leading edge and on the forward part of the
body. The roughness squares were scaled according to the TPS tile size
and had a height that was an order of magnitude greater than the toler- i
_Ice for tile height difference.
Bolmdar_-layer type
The boundary-layer calculation for the body portion, using the I
shuttle criteria for transition, indicated that natural transition would I
i






squares but would not occur in the wind tunnel at 2/3 flight Reynolds
number. In the wind tunnel test at 2/3 flight Re:molds number, however,
roughness particles and surface irregularities slightly larger than
#
anticipated tile height differences tripped the boundary layer. There-
fore, transition is expected to occur on the body lower surface in flight
at Math 6 with or without tile height variations.
No transition criteria was applied to the boundary-layer calculations
for the wing, and the wind tunnel results with roughness squares do not
show transition at 2/3 flight Reynolds number. Therefore, the wing
: bo_idary-layer is expected to be laminar in flight at Math 6 on a smooth
model. Whether tile height difference will trip the wing boundary-layer
in flight is not answered by these test_.
Longitudinal aerodynamics
For up aileron the control effectiveness was, in general, increased
by roughness. However, the effect is reduced as Reynolds number is in-
creased from 1/4 to 2/3 of full scale and, if the trend continues, would
be minimal at flight Reynolds numbers. For down aileron the effect of
roughness is insignificant at all Reynolds numbers.
Lateral and directional stabilit_
The effect of roughness on lateral and directional stability is
insignificant at Reynolds number I/h o9 full scale_ however, roughness
reduces both stabilities at 2/3 of full scale Reynolds number and, if the
\
trend continues, could become significant at full scale. The effect is
uniform with angle of attack, however, making it somewhat easier to
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